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Useful Information and Questionnaires 
BERNADETTE BOUCHON 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France 
A questionnaire is an inquiry process, using a probabilistic lattico~d. We 
suppose that a positive valuation, called an utility, characterizes very terminal 
vertex. The useful information and the useful routing length of a questionnaire 
have been introduced in a particular case. We propose, in this article, to 
define and to study these quantities in the general case, and to exhibit some 
properties relative to a product of questionnaires, corresponding to dependent 
or independent processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last ten years, the theory of questionnaires has been used to 
study different problems in various domains, for example to form a diagnostic 
as a result of different medical tests (Terrenoire, 1970), to organize flowcharts 
for computer programs (Picard, 1972, Chap. 13.5.3), to describe various 
sorting methods and to exhibit the best one, according to given criteria 
(Picard, 1972, Chap. 14.3; Bouchon, 1972), to look for some optimal codes 
(Picard, 1970). 
A questionnaire is an inquiry process, which allows us to disjoint the n 
elements of a complete set E of events, according to some restrictive conditions 
(Picard, 1972; Bouchon, 1974). More precisely, a questionnaire Q is a directed 
valued graph without cycles, which has an unique starting vertex, called the 
root o~ of Q. Its set of vertices is denoted by X,  and the binary relation on X 
determining this graph by /';  every terminal vertex is called an answer, 
corresponding toone element of E; then, F ~ X --  E is the set of nonterminaI 
vertices, called questions. The valuation p defined on every arc of Q is a 
probability function. We can characterize Q by the triplet (X, I ~, p). The 
probability of a vertex x, also denoted by p, is defined as the sum of the valua- 
tions of the arcs (y, x) ending in x, which is assumed to be equal to the sum 
of the valuations of the arcs (x, z) issued from x. The questionnaire is said 
to be arborescent, if there exists only one path between the root and every 
answer, latticoid in the other case. I f  ~ has only one question, it is said to be 
elementary. 
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The product ~) of two questionnaires Q1 and Q~ corresponds to the process 
obtained by doing the process Q~ after having finished Qt; if Q2 occurs only 
after an answer x of Q1, we say that 0 ~ 01 @ Q2 is the restricted product 
of Q1 by Q~ in x; if Q2 is realized after every answer of Q1, we say that 0 = 
Q1Q2 is the direct product of Q1 by Q2- 
We suppose in this article that every element of E is characterized by a 
positive valuation, called its utility. In the examples considered in the first 
paragraph, this valuation allows us to give particular importance to every 
diagnostic obtained after a sequence of tests, to every operation described in 
a flowchart, to every result of a sort, or to every word of a given code. In 
order to study the questionnaires which may be constructed, we consider 
a weighted quantity of information, the axioms of which were given by Belis 
and Guiasu (1968), called the useful information. 
Let (P ,U)={(p~,u~)] l  ~<i~<n} be a set associated with E= 
{ei I 1 ~ i ~< n}, p, being the probability of ei, and ui its utility. Then the 
useful information transmitted by Q is defined as: 
G(P, U) = E uiPi /E uip, log(1/pi). 
~=l \ --i=1 
It is convenient to introduce the preference vi = ui Pi of each answer ei ~ E, 
and its normalized preference wi = (vi/~.i=t vi). Then, the useful information 
transmitted by Q may be written as: 
G~(Q) = G(P, U) -~ ~ wi log(I/pi). 
i=l 
In the arborescent case, some properties of this useful information have 
been exhibited (Guia,su and Picard, 197t), and a definition of the useful 
information processed by a questionnaire has been proposed. 
In this paper, we propose to study the latticoid case, and to obtain some 
results about products of questionnaires, corresponding to dependent and 
independent processes. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let us consider a latticoid questionnaire O = (X, F, p); every answer, 
belonging to E, has an utility and a probability. We want to study the acquisi- 
tion of information during the processing; we need to affect an utility to 
every question and every on e of Q, in order to introduce the useful information 
643/32]4-5 
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processed by Q. We can affect utilities to the bi arcs ending in ei ~ E, by 
dividing us in b~ parts with the help of arbitrary parameters, in a way similar 
to Duncan (1974b). Nevertheless, in order to obtain easily a property of 
preference conservation i each vertex, we are going to restrict our study to 
the ease when the utility u(i,j), (u(j)), and the preference v(i,j), (v(j)) of an 
arc (i,j), (a vertex j), are defined in the following way: 
Vj ~ E f u(j) = uj, 
~v(j)  = v~, 
Vj ~ X --  {~} Vi ~ F-~j t u(i'j) ~- u(j), 
tv(i,j) = u(i,j) p(i,j), 
I v( j )=  ~ v(j,i), Vj e F ieFj 
(u(j) --- v(j)/p(j). 
It follows easily that v(i) = ~j~r-l~ v(j, i). 
Thus, the preference of each vertex is conserved, and 
v(~) = ~ v(ei). 
t=1 
We shall call w(i) = v(i)/v(~) the normalized preference of a vertex i. The 
preference of an arc (i,j) is defined as: 
w(i,j) = v(i,j)/v(e 0 Vi ~F Vj ~ H. 
The useful information G(i) treated by a question i ~F  is defined as: 
G(i) = ~ (w(i,j)/w(i)) log(p(i)/p(i,j)). 
5~Pt 
The useful information processed by 0 can therefore be defined as: 
G(Q) = ~ w(i)G(i) = ~ y, w(i,j)log(p(i)/p(i,j)). 
i~F ieF jePi  
We know that, in the arboreseent case, this later information can be written 
as  • 
G(Q) = ~ ~ w(j)log(p(i)/p(j)) 
ieF 3~ri 
= ~ w(j)log(lip(j)) -- y, w(i)log(Up(i)) 
g~X--{a} i~F 
= ~ w(j)log(lip(j)). 
j~E 
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Then G(Q) = G~(Q). 
Let us study the connection between G(Q) and G~(Q) in the lattico'/d case. 
If Gt6) = ~,~r-~i (w(j, i)/w(i)) log(p(i)/p(j, i)) is the information consumed 
by a vertex i, i @ ~, we obtain: 
G(Q) = G~(Q) + ~ w(i) G~(i). 
ieX-{~} 
This gives us the property: 
PROPOSITION 1. G~(Q) ~ G(Q). The equality holds if and only if Q is 
arborescent. 
3. USEFUL INFORMATION TRANSMITTED BY A PRODUCT OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
3.1. Branching Property of G~ 
Let Q1 be a questionnaire, with (n -  1) answers. We denote by Q its 
restricted product by an elementary dichotomous questionnaire Qz in its 
(n - 1)th answer x. We suppose that the utility of an answer), of Q is obtained 
as the product of the utility of x by the utility of the corresponding vertex in 
Q~, if y is reachable from x. We also suppose that the roots of Q1 and Q have 
the same preference, and that Q is associated to the couple (P, U). It follows 
that x has an utility equal to u~ = ( p,_tu,_l + p~u~)/( P,-I + P~), according 
to the assumption of Guiasu (1971), and that its probability isp~ =P~-x + P~- 
We obtain easily the following result: 
Thus: 
PROPOSITION 2. The useful information G~ verifies the branching axiom, 
relatively to probabilities: 
G~(pl, ul;...; Pn, un) 
= G~ (Pl ,  ul ;...; P~-~, u~_~; P~-I + P~ 
Pn- lUn- l_  + p~u~ 
' P~-I + P~ / 
+ p~_lu~_ 1 + p~u~ 
n U Z;=~ Pi , 
× a. ( P"-~ u._l(p._~ + p.) ; p. u.(p._l +p.) ] 
p.-~ +p° '~~7.  p.-1 +p.'p._lU._ITU.~.," 
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3.2. Restricted Products of Qo by Q1 ,..., Q, 
Let Qi -- (x i ,  1"3, Pi) be a questionnaire, 0 ~ i ~ n; let its set of answers 
be denoted by E~, and its root by ai; let ui, vi ,  wi be the utilities, preferences, 
and normalized preferences in Qi, 0 ~ i ~ n. If E o = {el [ 1 ~ i ~ n}, we 
perform the successive r stricted products of Qo in ei by Qi, 1 ~ i ~ n, and 
obtain the questionnaire Q = Q0 ~ Q1 @"  ~ Q~, the elements of which are 
denoted as in Sections 1 and 2. We suppose that the process represented 
by Qi, (1 ~ i ~ n), depends on the event associated with the answer e i of Qo. 
Let e j  ~ Ei , and xe i ~ Xi  , denote the answers and vertices of Qi , 1 ~ i ~ n; 
we write x j  • e i for the homologous vertex of x~ i in Q. The probabilities of 
x j  in Q~, conditioned by ei are called pi (x j  I ei). We define a conditional 
utility of x j  in X,~ by: 
u/x~ l ~i) = u(x j  " e,)/uo(e3 
and a conditionalpreference by 
vi(x~i l ei) = ui(xki J ei) pi(xki l ei) 
: v(x~ i "el)/vo(el). 
We may note that the utility u(x j  • ei) characterizes the event associated 
with the vertex x j  of Q~ when coming after the occurrence of the event 
associated with the answer ei of Q0, whereas the utility Uo(ei) characterizes 
the single event associated with ei • 
This leads to a conditional normalized preference 
= W(Xk'" e,)/w(~i "el). 
The useful information of Q is equal to the following expression: 
Gu(Q) -~" Z Z w(ek i" el) log(1/p(ej" el) ). 
ei~E 0 ek~Ei 
If we introduce a conditional information of Qi, 1 ~ i <~ n: 
G~(Qi I Qo) = Z w,(ek' I e,) log(1/pi(ek' t e,)) 
ek~E, 
and if we consider the questionnaire Qi obtained from Qi by replacing the 
preference of x j  by the preference of x j  • ei, Vxk i ~ 2(/, 0 ~ i ~ n, we 
obtain the following property: 
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PROPOSITION 3. / f  the processes Qi, 1 ~ i ~ n, depend on the process Qo, 
the useful information transmitted by the questionnaire Q verifies: 
G.(Q) -~ G.(Q---o) -[- f w(c~, . e,) Gu(Q, I Qo). 
If we consider the case when the events represented by the answers of Qi, 
1 ~ i ~ n, are independent of those represented by the answers of Q0, we 
can write: 
and 
Thus: 
Vie {1,..., n} w(c~. ei) w~(ek i) = w(e~ . e~) Vek ~ ~Ei 
~(~ . ei) G.(Q, f Qo) = G.(Q,) 
PROPOSITION 4. / f  the processes Qi, 1 ~ i ~ n, are independent of the 
process Qo , the useful information transmitted by the questionnaire Q verifies: 
oo(e) = 
In the particular case, when all the questionnaires Qi, i ~ i ~ n, are the 
same, say Q*, we have: 
and 
C~(Q) = cu(9o) + cu(o.) E ~(~, .e,). 
i=1 
Since w(ai " e~) = Wo(ei) , we obtain 
G.(Qo) = v~(Oo) 
f w(~i "ei) = 1. 
i=1 
PROPOSITION 5. If the processes Qo and Q* are independent, he useful 
information transmitted by their direct product verifies: 
G,,(QoQ* ) = G~(Qo ) G~(Q*). 
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4. USEFUL INFORMATION PROCESSED BY A PRODUCT OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
The assumptions being those of Section 3, we have to extend our definitions 
of conditional utility and preference, to the arcs of every questionnaire Qi, 
1 ~< i ~< n; Vx~ ~ e X~ - {~} Vx/e/'~xj: 
Ui((x~ i, xji) [ e,) = u,(xjZ l e,) 
v,((xk', x/) I el) ~- uj(x/ [ ei) pi((xk i, x/) l ei) 
wi((xk ~, x/) l ei) -~ vi((xe i, x/) I ei)/vi(ai [ e,) 
"- wi((xj " ei , xj " ei))/w(~i " ei). 
The useful information processed by Q can be written as: 
G(Q) = Z E w(t, r)log(p(t)/p(t, r)) 
~EF ~'el'f~ 
= X Z w((x~ °, xJ°))l°g(p(xj°)/P((xk °, x~'°))) 
XkO~F o xa%PO~k ° 
@ i X ~, w((x j 'e* ,x~i 'e i ) )  
i=1 fe~ i'ete~e,t3 F xs* el',x~ 
× log(p(x~ *. e~)/p((xe', e,, x~'' e,))). 
I f  we note that 
p(x~ ¢" ei)/p((x J • el, xs i " e,)) = pi(x j  I e¢)/pi((xk i, x/)  ] el) 
Vi ~ {1,..., n}, Vxj  ~ X i ,  Vx /~ I~xj,  and if we introduce a conditional infor- 
mation processed by Qi,  1 ~ i ~ n: 
G(Q~ t Qo) = ~ ~ w,((xk i, x, ~) [ ei)log(p,(x~ i I e,)/Pi((x~ i, x¢) [ e,)) 
we obtain the results analogous to those found in the case of transmitted 
information: 
PROPOSITION 6. The useful information G(Q) processed by the questionnaire 
possesses the property: 
(i) i f  Qi is dependent on Qo , 1 ~ i ~ n: 
G(Q) = G(Q--o) + ~ w(~ . e,) G(Q, I Qo) 
i=1 
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(ii) ifQi is independent ofQo, 1 ~ i ~ n: 
C(Q) : 
i=0 
(iii) if Q, = Q*, vie (l,..., n}: 
G(Q) = G(Qo) + G(Q*). 
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5. USEFUL ROUTING LENGTH 
5.1. Definition 
The classical routing length L(Q) of a questionnaire Q is the mathematical 
expectation of the length of the paths going from the root to the answers. 
The elaboration of a useful routing lengthL~(Q) allows us to attach importance 
to some particular answers, by means of normalized preferences. 
It is possible to define L~(Q), by an axiomatization analogous to the one 
which has allowed Pieard (1972) to introduceL(Q). We should use preferences 
of arcs and vertices conditioned by a path. We are going to restrict ourselves 
to introducing L~(Q) as a generalization of the results obtained in the 
arborescent ease (Pieard, 1972, Chap. 13.2) 
L~(Q) = ~ w(i). 
ieF 
In the special case when, for every e c E, all the paths going from the root 
to e have the same length e(r), the questionnaire is said to be dedekindian. 
The following properties tate: 
PROPOSITION 7. If the questionnaire Q is dedekindian: 
L~(Q) = Z w(e)r(e). 
eeE 
PROPOSITION 8. The useful routing length L~(Q) verifies the inequality: 
L~(Q) ~ G~(Q) + log u(~) -- ~ w(e) log u(e). 
e~E 
Let us consider two questionnaires Qoand Q1, and let us do their product Q, 
using evident notations: 
L,(Q)-~ Z w(i)= ~ w(i) + Z Z w(j). 
ieF zeF o e~eF o 9efiez~F 
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We know that 
Z w(i )= ~ (vo(i) v~(cq)/v(oO)= ~ (Vo(i)/vo(%)) =L,,(Qo) 
i~Fo ~o t~Fo 
and that 
Z Z w(j)~- Z (Vo(e~)/Vo(%)) ~ wa(j)=Lu(Q:t). 
e z ~E o je fie ~rS F e lse o iePe ff3 F 
PROPOSITION 9. I f  the processes represented by Qo and Q1 are independent, 
the useful routing length is additive: 
L,(QoQ1) = L,(Qo) + L~(QI). 
5.2. Huffman Algorithm 
C. F. Picard has stated that the analogy between L and L u allows us to use the 
Huffman algorithm for constructing a Lu-minimal questionnaire Qn, when the 
families A of the bases of questions and W of the normalized preferences of 
answers are given: we arrange A and W in ascending order, and we build a 
question by affecting to its issues the a 0 first elements of W, a o being the first 
element of A. Then we eliminate the used elements of I/V and insert their 
sum in I4Z; we remove a 0 of A and do the same operation with the new sets A 
and l/V. The algorithm stops when we use the last element of A (1972, Chap. 
13.2). 
This algorithm, used in the case of the classical routing length, minimizes, 
at each step, the contribution of information of the constructed question. 
We may wonder if this property is conserved, under some condition, when 
we study Lu • 
In the huffmanian arborescent questionnaire QH, the contribution of useful 
information G"(i) of a question i is: 
G"(i) = ~ w(j) log(p(i)/p(j)) Vi eF. 
JeFt 
Denote by x(w 1 ,..., w~, Pl .... , p~) a question obtained by connecting up 
answers, of normalized preferences wi and probabilities Pl , 1 ~ i <~ ~. Put 
p(x) ~ 2~1Pi ,  and w(x) = ~i~1 wi. Let us compare the contribution of 
information of two questions x and y, that we can build when we construct Q: 
we examine the sign of A = G"(y) -- G"(x). 
1st Case. t x(wl ,..., W~_l; Pl ,..., P~-I) 
y(w 1 ,..., w~ ; Pl ,'", P¢) 
A ~ w(x) log(p(y)/p(x)) + w~ log(p(y)/p~). 
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Therefore 
A~O.  
2nd Case. I x(w1 ,..., w,;  pa ,..., p , )  ,. y(wl  ,..., w~- i ,  w~ , P l , ' " ,  P~) 
A -~ (w,' - -  We) log(1/p.~). 
Thus A /> 0 if and only if we' > w~. 
PROPOSITION I0. The minimum of useful information brought by a question 
is obtained by choosing the least base ,Zo , and connecting the z~ o answers having 
the least preferences among those having the same probabilities. 
3rd Case. l X(Wi ,'", We; Pl .... , P*) 
y(w~ .... , w,;  p~ .... , p,~_~ , p, ' )  
A ~- w(x) log(p(y) /p(x))  + w,  log(p,~/p,'). 
Let us introduce 
z = p(y)  - -  p(x) -~ p~' --  Pe 
and 
~(z) ~ w(x) iog(p(x) + z) - -  w .  log(p~ + z), 
then A : cp(z) -- qg(0). 
By studying the sign of ~'(z), we obtain the result: 
(i) if u(x) > u~ and z > 0 then qo is increasing; 
(ii) if u(x) < u,~ and z < 0 then rp is decreasing. 
In both of these cases, A ~> 0. 
We conclude in saying that the Huffman algorithm, used in the case of 
useful routing length, does not always minimize the useful information 
brought at each step. 
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